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Scientists as Experts Serving the Court

Daniel L. Rubinfeld & Joe S. Cecil

Abstract: Our courts were not designed to consider the increasingly complex scientific and technical evi-
dence needed to resolve contemporary legal disputes. Moreover, when conflicting evidence requires an un-
derstanding and interpretation of scientific or technical issues, allowing the parties to control the presen-
tation of evidence places great strain on the judge and jury. This essay describes and evaluates three proto- 
typical procedures that allow courts to appoint scientists and other experts independent of the parties to 
assist the court: 1) The appointment of an expert to advise the court and the parties regarding a disputed 
scientific issue by testifying in open court and being cross-examined by the parties; 2) The appointment 
of a “technical advisor” who assists the judge regarding scientific issues in much the same way that a law 
clerk assists regarding legal issues; and 3) The appointment of a special master who takes responsibility  
for the resolution of a portion of the case and prepares a written report for consideration by the court. 

Our courts were not designed to consider the in-
creasingly complex scientific and technical evidence 
needed to resolve contemporary legal disputes. The 
common law tradition of the United States relies on 
the litigating parties to structure the presentation of 
evidence by selecting witnesses and allows them in 
some measure to shape their evidence presentation 
to their own advantage. While there are limits on the 
extent to which this can be done with ordinary wit-
nesses, there is far greater leeway in shaping the evi-
dence presented by expert witnesses. Indeed, if a party 
does not like what one retained expert has to say, the 
party need not call that expert and can instead pre- 
sent another expert whose testimony better supports 
the party’s case. In most instances, the opposing side 
and the factfinder will not even know that another ex-
pert had been consulted. Similarly, cross-examination 
by the opposing party is supposed to identify weak-
nesses in opposing witness testimony by revealing in-
consistencies, showing flaws in opportunities to ob-
serve, and revealing biases and other motives to de-
ceive. Juries and judges are expected to understand 
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the points being made. Experts, however, 
typically know considerably more than op-
posing counsel about the matters they dis-
cuss in their testimony, and jurors and judg-
es typically know even less. Some experts 
are experienced witnesses selected in part 
for their proven success in withstanding 
cross-examination and persuading judg-
es and jurors to their side. Others may be 
novices, inexperienced in giving testimony, 
who communicate poorly to the jury or are 
easily flustered by a cross-examiner, even if 
their science is sound. 

After hearing the evidence, judges and 
juries render judgments, sorting out, to the 
best of their abilities, the conflicting evi-
dence presented by the parties. This com-
mon law tradition ensures that the par-
ties are given a full and fair opportunity 
to present their strongest case and appears 
to work well when conflicting evidence in-
volves issues within the common knowl-
edge and experience of the judge and jury. 
But when conflicting evidence requires an 
understanding and interpretation of scien-
tific or technical issues, allowing the par-
ties to control the presentation of evidence 
places great strain on both the judge and 
jury. Few judges and juries arrive in the 
courtroom with the knowledge and expe-
rience necessary to resolve patent disputes 
over new genetic technologies or anti- 
trust disputes involving the proper spec-
ification of a commercial market. Hence 
the parties’ expert witnesses are critical to 
understanding and resolving the scientif-
ic and technical issues that may lie at the 
heart of the dispute; weaknesses in the ad-
versary system’s capacity to deal with ex-
perts threatens both accuracy and justice.

Judges have an affirmative duty to en-
sure that expert testimony is scientifical-
ly valid and reliable, and modern courts 
often face motions to exclude proffered 
expert testimony because it lacks a prop-
er foundation in scientific practice.1 Yet 
without some form of assistance, judg-

es and juries are unlikely to know if such 
testimony is consistent with the scientif-
ic consensus, and they may have great dif-
ficulty determining the proper weight to 
give the views of the opposing experts. If 
the parties’ experts are unable or unwill-
ing to educate the court regarding their ar-
eas of agreement and disagreement, the re-
sulting court decision may be at odds with 
the current understanding of the scientific 
community and, in the extreme case, may 
be based on methods or theories for which 
there is no respectable scientific support.

Judges and juries are not helpless when 
faced with complex scientific evidence, 
however. As indicated by Nancy Gertner 
and Joseph Sanders in their essay in this vol-
ume, over the years judges have developed 
procedural techniques that have strength-
ened their ability to assess the foundation 
of expert testimony and clarify its com-
plexities.2 Nevertheless, in some cases, ev-
idence is so complex that commonly avail-
able procedural devices are inadequate to 
provide judges and juries with a sufficient 
understanding of the conflict to allow a rea-
soned and principled decision. It is in those 
extraordinary circumstances that a judge 
should consider going beyond the common 
law tradition and seek the assistance of an 
expert appointed by the court and not spon-
sored by the parties.3 

Judges and attorneys are well aware of the 
problems that expert testimony presents in 
a common law system.4 A 1999 survey of 
federal judges and attorneys found that, 
in their view, the most frequent problem 
by far with expert testimony is that “[e]x- 
perts abandon objectivity and become ad-
vocates for the side that hired them.”5 The 
third and fourth most frequent problems 
are that “[e]xpert testimony appears to be 
of questionable validity or reliability” and 
“[c]onflict among experts [is presented] 
that defies reasoned assessment.”6 Expert 
witnesses’ abandonment of objectivity, be-
coming advocates for a party, and offering 
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invalid scientific testimony are facilitated, 
if not encouraged, by the parties’ ability to 
select and shape the expert testimony that 
most favors their interests. While there are 
benefits to giving parties their choice of ex-
perts and a role in presenting their experts’ 
testimony, it is difficult to defend practices 
that so frequently limit the opportunity for 
judges and juries to reach a reasoned and 
principled resolution of a dispute among 
scientific experts.

The most obvious alternative to the 
common law practice is to submit dis-
putes regarding the scientific evidence to 
one or more independent scientists for res-
olution. In fact, in 1967, physicist Arthur 
Kantrowitz suggested the development of 
a “science court” composed of scientists 
and other experts that would resolve sci-
entific conflicts that arose in the context of 
public discourse, including in litigation.7 
The science court proposal sought to dis-
tinguish scientific issues from other dis-
puted issues in the litigation and to submit 
the scientific issues to an advisory commit-
tee that would resolve the scientific con-
flict. These findings would then be incor-
porated into the legal proceeding and guide 
resolution of the remaining nonscientific  
issues. 

The science court proposal was widely 
discussed in the 1970s, and was the focus 
of a task force report of the White House 
Office of Science and Technology Policy.8 
Some critics questioned whether it was 
possible to separate scientific facts from 
the legal, political, and moral issues that 
may arise in disputes. Others thought such 
a procedure might stifle scientific debate. 
Despite the endorsement of the task force 
report and the support of a number of sci-
entific organizations, the proposed science 
court was never tested.9 Changes in po-
litical administrations and lack of fund-
ing doomed the proposal, and attention 
turned to other forms of adjudicating dis-
putes over scientific issues.

In the succeeding years, other procedures  
to allow independent scientists to assist the  
courts have been developed. In this essay,  
we describe three prototypical procedures 
that allow courts to appoint scientists and 
other experts who are independent of the 
parties to assist the court. The first and 
most widely known procedure is described 
in Rule 706 of the Federal Rule of Evidence 
and related state court rules. This rule al-
lows the court to appoint an expert to ad-
vise the court and the parties on scientif-
ic matters by testifying in open court sub-
ject to cross-examination by the parties, in 
the same way party experts can be exam-
ined. The second procedure is court ap-
pointment of a “technical advisor” who 
assists the judge regarding scientific issues 
in much the same way that a law clerk as-
sists regarding legal issues. This alternative 
is especially useful for cases in which a judge 
must master a complex body of knowledge 
in order to render a decision. Last, a court 
may appoint a special master who takes ini-
tial responsibility for the resolution of the 
portion of the case involving scientific is-
sues and prepares a written report for con-
sideration by the court. Special masters are 
typically appointed to deal with account-
ing tasks or the computation of damages 
in complex cases, but in extraordinary cir-
cumstances, scientists or engineers have 
served as special masters to assist the court 
in resolving disputes over patent claims or 
to supervise discovery of technical informa-
tion, such as computer source code. Each of 
these three alternatives is a compromise in-
tended to strengthen the ability of the judge 
and jury to resolve disputes over scientif-
ic issues within the broad confines of our 
common law tradition.10 

Experts appointed in accordance with 
Federal Rule of Evidence 706 are chosen 
by the judge following consultation with 
both parties, with expert fees and other 
costs typically borne equally by both sides. 
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The principal role of court-appointed ex-
perts is to give expert testimony.11 The ex-
pert is expected to prepare an expert report 
(oral or written) based on the available ev-
idence and, as the case proceeds to trial, to 
be available for depositions and cross-ex-
amination by counsel for both parties. Ap-
pointment of experts by the federal courts 
under Rule 706 is rare. A 1993 study by the 
Federal Judicial Center found that only half 
of the federal district court judges had ever 
appointed a Rule 706 expert, and only half 
of those had appointed an expert on more 
than one occasion.12 Nevertheless, an ap-
propriately managed expert role can be 
highly beneficial to the court, although 
there remain some concerns.13

On the positive side, court-appointed 
experts can clarify fundamental issues 
addressed by the parties’ experts and di-
minish the extent to which the court must 
rely on their testimony, perhaps securing 
agreement on undisputed facts from these 
experts or otherwise eliminating the need 
for them. Narrowing the role of the parti-
san experts may not only save costs; it may 
also diminish any concerns that the judge 
or jury must rely on “hired guns” who are 
paid to take a position. More important, 
the conclusions of a court-appointed ex-
pert may encourage settlement or provide 
better grounding for the outcomes in cas-
es that go to trial.

Court-appointed experts facilitate settle-
ments by offering a more “neutral” evalu-
ation of the issues in the case, decreasing 
the possibility that the parties will cling 
to extreme positions. Whether the expert 
suggests an appropriate outcome or sim-
ply presents an accurate characterization 
of the views of the two parties, the expect-
ed value of a case is likely to be different 
and more certain than it would be without 
the expert. These changes will typically en-
hance the likelihood that a case will settle.14 

Among the roles the court may define for 
an appointed expert are any or all of the fol-

lowing. First, the expert can brief the tri-
er of fact (the judge or the jury) on foun-
dational scientific and technical concepts 
that underlie the dispute between the par-
ties. Second, the expert can assist the judge 
in determining whether the party expert’s 
testimony is sufficiently grounded in sound 
science to be admissible by impartially 
summarizing the available research and in-
forming the court of the extent of scientif-
ic consensus on an issue of import. Third, 
the expert can provide a conceptual frame-
work that aids the judge and jury in assess-
ing the validity of the different opinions 
offered by the parties’ experts. Finally, and 
most significant, the presence of a court- 
appointed expert can change the incen-
tives of the partisan experts for the parties. 
Knowing that their work will be scrutinized 
by a highly qualified neutral expert appoint-
ed by the court, partisan experts are likely 
to give more focused testimony that is more 
firmly based on a solid scientific founda-
tion.15 This will not only increase the like-
lihood of settlement, but, when cases do not 
settle, can also lead to scientifically sound-
er decisions by the trier of fact.

There is, of course, no free lunch with the 
appointment of a neutral expert. First and 
most obvious is the increased costs in time 
and effort to the parties and to the court 
itself. Depending on the area of needed 
expertise, there may be substantial con-
troversy as to the set of appropriate skills 
and qualifications of potential appointees. 
The court must then identify a suitable ex-
pert, screen the expert for conflicts of in-
terest, and secure compensation for the ex-
pert from the parties. Additionally, it takes 
time to instruct the court-appointed ex-
pert on the tasks the expert must accom-
plish and to allow the appointed expert to 
become familiar with the issues in dispute. 
The parties must also spend time consider-
ing and responding to the findings and tes-
timony of the appointed expert. These ad-
ditional time and effort costs, along with 
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the expert’s fees, translate into dollar costs 
that must be paid by the parties. Depend-
ing on what is in dispute, it may be difficult 
for a judge to justify these costs in a given 
case, and even harder for lawyers to justi-
fy the presence of court-appointed experts 
to their clients, especially when participa-
tion by an appointed expert could weak-
en their case.

Second, court-appointed experts may un-
dermine the authority of the judge or jury 
by acquiring an unentitled “aura of infalli-
bility.” In the extreme, if not appropriately 
cabined, the expert could take over the ju-
dicial role by framing the resolution of sci-
entific and technical issues in ways that in-
trude on the authority of the judge to in-
terpret the law. While this is an unlikely 
possibility, the prospect that the lawyers for 
the parties may lose some control over pre-
sentation of their case may be a valid fear. 
Judges and juries are likely to discount the 
views of the parties’ experts when their 
views are in conflict with those of an expert 
appointed by the court, since the views of 
the court-appointed expert are likely to be 
regarded as free of partisan bias. But parti-
san bias is not the only bias that may affect 
an expert’s testimony. In some areas, disci-
plines are divided about the weight or quali-
ty of available evidence or the import of the-
ory. A court-appointed expert may belong 
to one school of thought rather than anoth-
er and this debatable intellectual bias may 
shape what the jury hears. 

If, however, the court-appointed expert’s 
role is well-defined and appropriately cab-
ined, we do not see these concerns as out-
weighing the opportunity for factfinders 
to reach more informed judgments based 
on sound scientific concepts.16 For exam-
ple, in Monolithic Power Systems v. O2 Micro  
International, the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Federal Circuit ruled that 
the district court did not abuse its discre-
tion in appointing an expert under Federal  
Rule 706.17 With respect to the appoint-

ment of electrical engineer Enrico Santi 
as a neutral expert, the court noted:

The predicaments inherent in court appoint-
ment of an independent expert and revela-
tions to the jury about the expert’s neu-
tral status trouble this court to some ex-
tent. Courts and commentators alike have 
remarked that Rule 706 should be invoked 
only in rare and compelling circumstances.  
In re Joint E. & S. Dists. Asbestos Litig., 830 F. 
Supp. 686, 693 (E.D.N.Y. 1993) (noting that 
“use of Rule 706 should be reserved for excep-
tional cases in which the ordinary adversary 
process does not suffice”); Wright, supra, § 
6302 (“Rule 706 powers are properly invoked 
where the issues are complex and the parties’ 
experts have presented conflicting testimo-
ny that is difficult to reconcile or have oth-
erwise failed to provide a sufficient basis for 
deciding the issues.”). However, under Ninth 
Circuit law, district courts enjoy wide lati-
tude to make these appointments. This court 
perceives no abuse of discretion in this case 
where the district court was confronted by 
what it viewed as an unusually complex case 
and what appeared to be starkly conflicting 
expert testimony.18

As an illustration of the use of a court- 
appointed expert, consider the Glass Con-
tainers Antitrust Litigation.19 The plain-
tiffs brought an antitrust price-fixing case 
against the major manufacturers of glass 
containers and sought to certify a single, 
national class that included all direct pur-
chasers of manufactured glass containers. 
In order to certify such a class, the plaintiff 
was required to show that the class mem-
bers suffered similar damages.20 In op-
position to class certification, the defen-
dants’ economic expert argued that there 
was substantial price variation among dif-
ferent types of glass containers and that 
the price variation was evidence that any 
harm that might have been suffered by pu-
tative class members would have varied 
substantially among individuals. After fur-
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ther discovery into manufacturing costs is-
sues that both sides’ experts had avoided,  
the court-appointed expert and coauthor 
of this essay Daniel Rubinfeld found that 
variations in glass container pricing were 
best explained by a series of pricing equa-
tions, each of which explained pricing for a 
different type of container (such as a wine 
bottle or a pickle jar). Ultimately, District 
Court Judge Ilana Rovner followed Rubin-
feld’s analysis by certifying a set of sub-
classes made up of a variety of types of 
glass containers. Although the litigation 
continued for some time, the eventual set-
tlement of the case was driven in part by 
Rubinfeld’s expert report.

Several aspects of the role of the court- 
appointed expert in this case are worth 
noting. First, the plaintiff’s filing of a writ 
of mandamus, which questioned Judge 
Rovner’s plan to appoint a court-appointed 
expert, was rejected by the Seventh Circuit 
Court of Appeals.21 Second, Judge Rovner 
chose to have no ex parte contact with the 
court-appointed expert, a choice that avoid-
ed potential claims of bias on the part of the 
judge. Third, there is little doubt that, had 
the appointment of the neutral expert been 
made earlier in the litigation, the reports of 
the parties’ experts would have been more 
focused on the central issues in the case.22 
Fourth, because the case involved substan-
tial potential damages, the case was able to 
support focused expert discovery by the 
court-appointed expert, followed by his 
written report and oral testimony. Both 
sides responded at length in written replies, 
but chose to only minimally cross-exam-
ine the neutral expert’s oral testimony at a 
court-directed hearing. This may have re-
flected the parties’ fear of irritating Judge 
Rovner, who had made the appointment in 
the first place.

Another example is the extensive use 
Judge Kimba Wood made, over the plain-
tiff’s objection, of court-appointed expert 
economist Alfred Kahn in State of New York v.  

Kraft General Foods, Inc.23 At issue was the le-
gality of Kraft’s planned acquisition of Na-
bisco’s cereal assets. At Judge Wood’s re-
quest, the expert economists for both par-
ties and Kahn appeared in court throughout 
the thirty-day bench trial. Not only oppos-
ing counsel but also Judge Wood and Kahn 
cross-examined each of the parties’ experts 
on each of the fundamental merger issues 
in the case: market definition, market pow-
er, and competitive effects. In the end, Kahn 
testified as to his views of each of these is-
sues and, in turn, was available for cross-ex-
amination by both parties.

Kahn’s role (and the role of his associ-
ates) in this matter was no doubt influen-
tial. While it was costly to the parties, it 
had the effect of focusing the testimony 
of the experts on critical issues and clar-
ifying portions of the experts’ testimo-
nies for Judge Wood. Perhaps due in part 
to the role of the court-appointed expert, 
the State of New York chose not to appeal 
Judge Wood’s opinion in favor of Kraft.24

A more amorphous role for the neutral 
expert is as advisor to the court on tech-
nical issues. Although not authorized by 
a specific rule, judges have relied on the 
court’s inherent authority to appoint tech-
nical advisors,  who function more like law 
clerks than like testifying expert witness-
es.25 Technical advisors may function as 
“a sounding board” that can help the ju-
rist to educate him- or herself in the jar-
gon and theory that the parties’ experts or 
presentations have referenced and to think 
through critical technical problems.26 
There are a number of advantages associ-
ated with this more limited role. First, the 
job is likely to be less time-consuming and 
expensive than the role of a testifying ex-
pert. Indeed, a technical advisor need not 
submit to a deposition or cross-examina-
tion by counsel for the parties. 

Second, the expert can provide useful in-
formation for a court conducting a Daubert 
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hearing where the methodology or qualifi-
cations of one or more of the party-select-
ed experts is challenged. In this setting, the 
technical advisor is aiding the judge in his 
or her role as gatekeeper. This may result in 
judicial rulings that either promote settle-
ment or, on occasion, leave one party (al-
most always the plaintiff ) without a case, 
saving the court as well as the parties time 
and money (even if one party is deeply dis-
appointed with the result). Of course, there 
remains the danger that the expert will be 
unduly influential in determining the out-
come of the case, as when a court precludes 
expert testimony and dismisses the case in 
a situation where a different neutral expert 
might have suggested to the judge that the 
Daubert hurdle had been cleared.

Third, the advisor can inform the judge 
about issues relating to data and meth-
ods, as well as help the judge devise plans 
for jointly agreed upon data sets or meth-
odological approaches. Furthermore, be-
cause no testimony is planned, the court 
has substantial flexibility in its use of the 
expert. Indeed, if there is no testimony, the 
Rules of Evidence will not come into play. 
We see here a potentially valuable instruc-
tional role for the expert, for example, giv-
ing an unbiased tutorial to the court. 

As with Rule 706 experts, there are con-
cerns even when experts fill only this lim-
ited role. First, there is a possibility that the 
expert may go beyond the judge’s remit and 
inappropriately influence the judge. Sec-
ond, the expert’s opinion may do little to 
help the parties converge on a settlement 
range and, in the end, not be cost-effective. 
Third, a substantial amount of information 
may be conveyed to the judge without the 
knowledge of or scrutiny by the parties. In-
deed, there is no cross-examination of the 
technical advisor, contrary to the ideals of 
the adversarial system. For these reasons, 
a leading medical malpractice case warned 
that technical advisors should be “hen’s-
teeth rare” and should be used “only where 

the trial court is faced with problems of un-
usual difficulty, sophistication, and com-
plexity, involving something well beyond 
the regular questions of fact and law with 
which the judges must routinely grapple.”27

The difficult role of the technical advisor 
is demonstrated in the contentious case of 
Association of Mexican-American Educators v. 
State of California.28 A number of minority  
educators filed a class-action lawsuit against 
the state, challenging the defendants’ use of 
the California Basic Educational Skills Test 
(cbest) as a requirement for certification 
to teach in California public schools. As 
part of this challenge, the plaintiffs ques-
tioned the validity of the test. After years 
of discovery concerning the development 
and application of the test, the court found 
that it needed guidance regarding a num-
ber of complex technical issues. The court 
then appointed Stephen P. Klein, an expert 
in test validation, as a technical advisor to 
the court. In the order appointing Klein, the 
court noted that it had come “face to face 
with many prickly problems requiring ex-
pertise in the esoteric fields of education 
and psychometrics including knowledge 
of theories about educational measure-
ment and testing, cognitive psychology, 
statistics, and other fields pertaining to the 
cbest and other cases.” Klein was asked to 
review all of the expert testimony submit-
ted in the case and to “confer ex parte with 
the Court from time to time.” After consid-
ering the evidence, assisted by the assess-
ments of Klein, the court found no viola-
tion of the Civil Rights Act. The plaintiffs 
objected to the ex parte nature of the court’s 
communication with Klein. On appeal, the 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the 
appointment of the technical advisor and, 
in the absence of some indication of impro-
priety, did not object to the ex parte nature 
of the communication.29

The Federal Rules allow broad grants 
of authority to special masters to aid the 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I5d750837799111d9bf29e2067ad74e5b/View/FullText.html?originationContext=docHeader&contextData=(sc.Keycite)&transitionType=Document&needToInjectTerms=False&docSource=76a06aafa01b40ac996be0dbb9d1dee2
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I5d750837799111d9bf29e2067ad74e5b/View/FullText.html?originationContext=docHeader&contextData=(sc.Keycite)&transitionType=Document&needToInjectTerms=False&docSource=76a06aafa01b40ac996be0dbb9d1dee2
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court. Under Federal Rule of Civil Proce-
dure 53, the special master may perform 
any duties “consented to by the parties.” 
Absent such consent, the appointed mas-
ter may still address pretrial and posttrial 
matters that will assist the judge. In cases 
decided without a jury, the special master 
may go further and hold trial proceedings 
and make or recommend findings of fact 
regarding damages, the results of an ac-
counting, or when there is an exceptional 
condition that warrants such assistance. 
In making such appointments, the court 
is expected to bear in mind the likely cost 
that will be imposed on the parties and any 
possibility of unreasonable delay.30

There are a number of benefits to the 
court and the parties flowing from a Rule 53  
appointment. First, the appointment of-
fers more flexibility for a judge than the 
appointment of a testimonial expert under 
Rule 706. The master’s role might be suffi-
ciently broad so as to provide judges with 
help for time-consuming tasks and, as a 
result, can shorten the litigation. Second, 
compared to the judge, a master who is re-
sponsible for only one case can more effec-
tively deal with specific tasks such as mon-
itoring long-term compliance or consent 
decrees. Third, a master can mitigate the 
possibility of judicial biases. Judges must 
pass on the admissibility of evidence, and 
even though they rule evidence inadmis-
sible, their knowledge of the inadmissi-
ble evidence may color their decisions. A 
master can winnow admissible from inad-
missible evidence so that judges are not ex-
posed to the former. Fourth, expert masters, 
unlike most judges, have the time and spe-
cial knowledge needed to receive and sort 
through reams of evidence to identify and 
organize the information that is of great-
est consequence to a just outcome of the 
litigation. 

By performing a variety of tasks, includ-
ing damages calculations, the master can 
assist the judge with complex issues, while 

freeing up judicial resources, an important 
goal given the complexities of e-discovery  
in complex litigation. Moreover, with more 
time to focus on the qualifications of ex-
perts and determine where scientific con-
sensus lies, a master can enhance the quality  
of Daubert evaluations, which can lead to 
quicker settlements or the dismissal of a 
case. 

As with the approaches discussed above, 
there are, however, potential downsides to 
the use of masters. One is the cost to the 
parties who generally must pay the special 
master’s fees. In addition, adding a role for 
a master into litigation can create delays 
that would not exist if the case were han-
dled throughout by the trial judge, par-
ticularly since masters can take evidence 
sporadically, while, once a judicial trial be-
gins, proceedings are most often more or 
less continuous. Moreover, the need to pay 
masters and their capacity to probe more 
deeply into a matter than a judge might on 
issues that arose pretrial or that might oc-
cur in party-controlled litigation can raise 
parties’ costs, perhaps substantially. Final-
ly, judicial authority and suggestions of ju-
dicial leanings are often an important in-
centive to settlement. Similar behavior by 
masters may have less clout. 

Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc. v. Michelson  
offers an example of how the appointment 
of a scientist as special master may aid the 
court in dealing with discovery requests for 
complicated technical data.31 The plaintiff 
sought discovery of electronic data that re-
lated to trade secrets, patents, and trade in-
formation in the field of spinal fusion med-
ical technology. The requested informa-
tion was contained on 996 network backup 
tapes, which included, among other things, 
the plaintiff’s electronic mail and an esti-
mated three hundred gigabytes of other, 
nonbacked-up electronic data. In light of 
the enormous amount of data that was to 
be procured, the judge appointed an ex-
pert trained in computer science and relat-

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?entityType=mproc&entityId=Ic304acbe475411db9765f9243f53508a&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
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ed technologies as special master to over-
see the electronic records production and to 
review the data files produced in response 
to discovery requests. The special master’s 
duties included “making decisions with re-
gard to search terms; overseeing the design 
of searches and the scheduling of search-
es and production; coordinating deliveries 
between the parties and their vendors; and 
advising both parties, at either’s request, on 
cost estimates and technical issues.”32 

This case also offers an example of the 
need for care in defining the duties of and 
in monitoring the special master to avoid 
an improper delegation of judicial author-
ity to a nonjudicial official. At the conclu-
sion of five months of discovery, the plain-
tiff challenged the decision of the special 
master to withhold some of the tapes af-
ter finding that they did not contain delet-
ed files. After the special master denied the 
plaintiff’s request, the plaintiff sought re-
view by the court. The court determined 
that the special master had exceeded his 
authority in denying the request, since 
the order of appointment did not include 
the duty of “making determinations as to 
whether Medtronic could be compelled to 
produce deleted files and e-mails.”33 

While there remain concerns about the 
use of court-appointed experts, whatever 
their capacity, we find the case for a more ex-
pansive role to be compelling. The more fre-
quent use of such “neutral” experts seems 
particularly desirable given the increas-
ing complexity of litigation in areas rang-

ing from antitrust and intellectual property 
law to employment discrimination. We find 
particularly noteworthy the support this 
position has received from Supreme Court 
Justice Stephen Breyer and, more recently, 
from Circuit Court Judge Richard Posner.34 
According to Judge Posner, 

Turning to the technical statistical evidence 
. . . we recommend that the district judge use 
the power that Rule 706 of the Federal Rules 
of Evidence expressly confers upon him to 
appoint his own expert witness, rather than 
leave himself and the jury completely at the 
mercy of the parties’ warring experts. The 
main objection to this procedure and the 
main reason for its infrequency are that the 
judge cannot be confident that the expert 
whom he has picked is a genuine neutral. 
The objection can be obviated by directing 
the party-designated experts to agree upon a 
neutral expert whom the judge will then ap-
point as the court’s expert. The neutral ex-
pert will testify (as can, of course, the party- 
designated experts) and the judge and jury 
can repose a degree of confidence in his tes-
timony that it could not repose in that of a 
party’s witness. The judge and jurors may 
not understand the neutral expert perfect-
ly but at least they will know that he has no 
axe to grind, and so, to a degree anyway, they 
will be able to take his testimony on faith.35

In closing, we reiterate that the obliga-
tion of the court remains to ensure that the 
expert, court-appointed or otherwise, pro-
vides the factfinder with maximally under-
standable evidence.
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